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OUTLINE

•The expanding universe 

•The cosmic microwave background 

•The cosmic energy budget 

•Cosmic inflation 



The Expanding Universe
Edwin Hubble - 1929

4 Mpc2 Mpc 3 Mpc

Now

Galaxies are moving away from each 
other.  The farther apart they are, the 

faster they recede!
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History of the Universe in One Year

� Recorded 
History: 
Last 15 
seconds!

� Human 
Lifetime: 
~0.18 
seconds 
(on this 
scale)
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
2-3 minutes after the Big Bang
Temperature:1 Billion Kelvin
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Credit: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Physics Division

At first, just a soup of particles and light.

Like a foggy morning, like bounces around instead of traveling 
in a straight path. 

Time

A Foggy Universe



Credit: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Physics Division

~400,000 years after the Big Bang, light escaped the dense 
fog.  This light becomes the Cosmic Microwave Background 
(CMB).

Time
400,000 yrs

The Fog Clears



So do we see this 
afterglow?



Penzias and Wilson

Trying to measure 
radio waves bouncing 

off metalized 
high-altitude balloons

…
but lots of excess “static”

Bell Labs’ Horn Antenna, NJ
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Penzias and Wilson

Robert Dicke

Jim Peebles

Dave WilkinsonBell Labs’ Horn Antenna, NJ



If you turn on an antenna TV,
 about 1% of the 'snow' comes from
  the CMBR
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-270 Degrees Celsius!



Penzias and Wilson - 1965
(Nobel Prize - 1978!)

Uniform glow everywhere



COBE Satellite - 1989
(Nobel Prize - 2006!)

Turn up contrast by 100,000x ...



Physics Nobel 2006:  Mather and Smoot
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WMAP Satellite - 2001

Higher resolution...

(Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe) 



Planck Satellite - 2009

Even higher resolution...



The CMB is a Baby Picture Of the 
Universe



The CMB is a Baby Picture Of the 
Universe

•Seeds of structure
•Tiny variations in temperature reveal 
the distribution of matter in the early 
universe. 

•Gravity acts over billions of years to 
make galaxies, stars, planets...







Cosmic symphony

•Fluid of electrons and photons

•Pressure from photons (reflects amount of ordinary matter)

•Gravity from all matter (including dark matter)
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Cosmic symphony

From 2004 Scientific American Article by Wayne Hu and Martin White
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Earth based analogy

Figure 5: Interference between wave fronts producted by the wakes of two boats: a) River Thames, London,
England, 11/06/2006, coordinates: 510 27′ 40.79”N , 00 16′ 05.69”E. Interference between circular waves
coming from two openings: b) Rimini, Italy, 5/28/2002, coordinates: 440 05′ 15.02”N , 120 32′ 26.07”E.
Interference from secondary sources: c) Chao Phraya River, Bangkok, Thailand, 8/20/2010, coordinates:
130 36′ 40.11”N , 1000 34′ 46.60”W .
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Dark
Matter

Dark
Energy

Atoms

Breakdown of Energy in the Universe:

5% baryonic matter: protons, electrons, atoms

•“stuff we know”

•supported by He produced 3 min. after Big Bang

27% dark matter

•stable, neutral (at 3000 K) particle

•supported by galaxy motion

68% dark energy

•Anti-gravitating substance causes cosmic acceleration

•supported by supernova observations
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dark energy?
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Ordinary or dark matter

Dark energy



dark energy?
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⌦DE = 0
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Mystery 1:  The Horizon Problem
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13.7 billion years

375,000 years
Last Scattering Surface

The CMB should not be so perfectly uniform!

The Big Bang

•At the last scattering surface, the horizon was     across.

•These different patches should not have the same temperature!
1
◦

Time

Space



Empty space is not empty



Mystery 2:  The Flatness Problem
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–“Flat” is a special case.

Time

Why is the Universe so flat?

Flat
Shape of universe 

changes over time.

Closed

Open

FLAT IS SPECIAL!
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Mystery 2:  The Flatness Problem

31

Ω ≡
Energy in the Universe

Energy required for flatness = 1.005 ± 0.007 today

2 minutes after the Big Bang!⇒ |Ω − 1| < 10
−16–“Flat” is a special case.

Time

Why is the Universe so flat?

Flat
Shape of universe 

changes over time.

Closed

Open

FLAT IS SPECIAL!



General Relativity Crash Course
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Mass curves spacetime.
Spacetime tells mass how to move.

WGBH Boston
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Mystery 3: Initial Fluctuations

34

primordial
fluctuations!

small angleslarge angles

Sound Waves



Mystery 3: Initial Fluctuations

34

primordial
fluctuations!

small angleslarge angles

Sound Waves

Rewind the sound waves:
All notes are equally loud!

Where did
these fluctuations come from?  
Why are they the same for all 

separations?



Problem: I need a job!

1980



Problem, ca. 1980Solution: Inflation

I have a job!



Inflation: Accelerated Expansion
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47 billion LY

Earth Radius

Atomic Nucleus

LHC

CMB

Now

The Universe’s volume 
doubled at least 260 times 
instantly (proton to AU).

INFLATION
Alan Guth, 1981
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Inflation: Accelerated Expansion
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observable universe 

A tiny patch of space becomes the entire observable universe:

Requires accelerated expansion, just like dark energy!



Inflation Solves the Horizon Problem
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Last Scattering Surface

Inflation

The Big Bang

375,000 years

13.7 billion 
years

10
−32 second

Inflation takes a tiny uniform 
patch of the early Universe and 
stretches it so that it covers the 

Observable Universe.



Inflation solves the flatness problem
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Inflation solves the flatness problem
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Stretch

Inflation flattens 
space out

31
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Quantum fluctuations in the energy density during 
inflation get stretched to cosmological scales:

��I < 0
��I > 0

Inflation seeds the sound waves and all structure 



while other patches start the hot big bang 

some patches of the universe stop inflating 
first and start the hot big bang earlier

these patches of the universe will 
have more time to expand and cool


quantum fluctuations induce variations 
in the inflationary energy density

Inflation seeds the sound waves and all structure 



Eventually, these fluctuations 
become the CMB anisotropies.

We end up with density 
perturbations after inflation.

Inflation seeds the sound waves and all structure 



The Origin of Initial Fluctuations

42

The energy density during inflation is not uniform; 
quantum fluctuations lead to hot and cold regions.

=
=
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The Origin of Initial Fluctuations

42

The energy density during inflation is not uniform; 
quantum fluctuations lead to hot and cold regions.

•During inflation, quantum fluctuations are 
stretched outside the horizon and are frozen.

=
=

Inflation produces the same 
ripple height on all 
wavelengths! 



Gravitational waves from inflation

43

What is the energy scale?

These gravitational waves leave a special 
imprint on the CMB 
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Gravitational waves from inflation
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What is the energy scale?

During inflation, spacetime itself has fluctuations

These gravitational waves leave a special 
imprint on the CMB 

The search is on!  



Compare to puny accelerators

Large hadron collider
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Remaining challenges

•Understand dark matter 

•Understand dark energy 

•Understand scale of universe at inflation 



CMB is polarized

Copyright: Arizona Radio Observatory
There is information in the orientation of the wave!

Light is a wave

The CMB is Polarized



CMB Polarization 
E-Mode Polarization Pattern 

B-Mode Polarization Pattern 

Gravitational waves squeeze cosmic microwaves

CMB Polarization 
E-Mode Polarization Pattern 

B-Mode Polarization Pattern 

Sound Wave

Gravitational wave

non-swirly

Swirly



BICEP2

launching Cosmology’s greatest wild goose chase 

Andrew Lange 
Caltech Marvin L. Goldberger Professor of Physics 

1957 - 2010 
The Search for Inflationary B-Modes 

John Kovac for The Bicep2 Collaboration 

  





Polarization of CMB

Bicep2 Collaboration

Results: swirly patterns!

E ⇠ mc2

E ⇠ 10000⇥ billion protons c2







Dust in our own Galaxy also produces polarized microwaves:
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Dust in our own Galaxy also produces polarized microwaves:

Gravity wave signal

Possible dust signal



Unanswered Questions

WMAP Science Team

•What drove inflation?  
The inflaton...

•How did inflation start?

•Is any of BICEP2’s signal primordial?



Unanswered Questions

WMAP Science Team

•What drove inflation?  
The inflaton...

•What was the Universe 
like before inflation?

?

•How did inflation start?

•Is any of BICEP2’s signal primordial?


